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PREFACE

Èb�����½}b���Yµ½��n�½}bµb�Â�Ob²½8���bO�����O�½��bµV�½}b�É�²�Y�}8µ�Fb�bo½bY�

enormously from an impressive level of growth and innovation in the Internet sector. 
Since the beginning of the Internet age, a mere two decades ago, society has grown 
to expect accelerating growth in technology and innovation. Thanks in part to this 
rapid rate of change, lawmakers have relied heavily on self-regulation rather than 
government enforcement and compliance as a means of controlling the growth of the 
Internet. As we move into a new era of Internet growth fueled by new and emerging 
technologies—including widespread broadband access, cloud computing, social 
media, and mobile connectivity—it will be increasingly important to understand the 
effect that regulatory changes might have on the Internet’s growth.

One area of Internet regulation currently being debated is online privacy. To keep up 
with the increasing connectivity of users with the online world and ensure the proper 
use of the data that users leave behind, regulators are evaluating several potential 
changes to current online privacy law that would have a large impact not only on the 
content providers but also on the online user experience. Our study captures these 
dimensions by understanding how these regulatory changes might affect early-stage 
investment.

New startup companies have long been a driver of innovation and economic growth 
in the E.U., and few of them would have grown to maturity without the early-stage 
o�8�O��u�½}8½�8���ÉbY�½}b��½��F²��u�½}b�²��Yb8µ�½��½}b��8²�b½��8Ob¢��½�É8µ��Â²�

²bµb8²O}�}Ë��½}bµ�µ�½}8½�½}�µ�o�8�O��uV�É}�O}�O��bµ��²��8²��Ë�n²���8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�

and venture capitalists, might be greatly affected by the regulatory environment; 
our study looks to test empirically how particular privacy regulations might affect 
this investment. Though there are many players who may be affected by potential 
privacy regulations, including those who use the Internet themselves, we focused 
���8YÈb²½�µ��u�½bO}����uË�o²�µV�u�Èb��½}b�²�����²½8�Ob����½}b�È8�Âb�O}8���8�Y�½}b�²�

potential as engines of innovation in the Internet content space.

To understand how early-stage investors might react to new regulations, we took 
a direct approach, one that to our knowledge has never been tried in a systematic 
way—we asked them. We surveyed 60 angel investors and interviewed more than 
20 prominent venture capitalists in the U.S. and 10 from Europe to determine their 
sentiments regarding a variety of potential regulatory changes. It is our hope that 
this study will leave readers with a clear sense of how changes to the current privacy 
regulatory regime might affect early-stage investing.

The impetus for this paper arose during the creation of our recent report on privacy 
law in the United States. In that paper, we examined the effects of various proposed 
changes in privacy regulations on angel and venture capitalist sentiment regarding 
investing in technology companies. In preparing it, we spoke to a large number of 
angel and venture capital investors, who provided us with many critical insights. The 
U.S. report is titled “The Impact of U.S. Internet Privacy Regulations on Early-Stage 
Investment: A Quantitative Study.” 
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	²�8Y���½b²bµ½����½}b�o²µ½��8�b²V�8µ�Éb���8µ�½}b�µ����8²�½�bµ�����²�È8OË��8É�Fb½Ébb��

the U.S. and Europe and the overlap in the investment communities, prompted the 
question: How would reactions among European investors to changes in privacy 
regulations compare with those of their U.S. cohorts? Here, we test our initial 
hypotheses with the European investment community in order to better understand 
the similarities and differences with the U.S. investment community. The results were 
interesting.

This report is one of two on European investment attitudes toward Internet 
companies. The other report focuses on copyright regulations and is titled “The 
Impact of E.U. Internet Copyright Regulations on Early-Stage Investment: A 
Quantitative Study.” 

,}�µ�²b��²½�É8µ�o�8�ObY�FË����u�b���O¢�8�Y���Yb�b�Yb�½�Ë�²bµb8²O}bY�8�Y�É²�½½b��
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

,}b�²�µb��n�½}b���½b²�b½��Èb²�½}b��8µ½�½É��YbO8Ybµ�}8µ��bY�½��8�O����b½b�

½²8�µn�²�8½�����n�}�É�Éb�o�Y���n�²�8½���V�O��µÂ�b��bÉµ�8�Y�b�½b²½8���b�½V�

O���bO½�É�½}�n²�b�YµV�8�Y�µ}��¢�,}b���½b²�b½�}8µ�8OO�Â�½bY�n�²�¾¢s��b²Ob�½��n�u²�µµ�

Y��bµ½�O��²�YÂO½����( �8�Y�Á���b²Ob�½��n���(�u²�É½}�����8½Â²b�O�Â�½²�bµ��Èb²�

½}b��8µ½�oÈb�Ëb8²µV�8OO�²Y��u�½��bµ½��8½bµ¢�,}b�O��½��ÂbY�u²�É½}��n�½}b���½b²�b½V�

}�ÉbÈb²V�O�Â�Y�Fb�}8��b²bY�Â��bµµ�½}b��bÈb���n���Èbµ½�b�½��������È8½�Èb�½bO}����u�bµ�

µÂO}�8µ���F���½ËV�µ�O�8���bY�8V�O��ÂY�O���Â½��uV�8�Y��½}b²µ�O8��Fb��8��½8��bY¢

Ð��8²ub���²½�����n�½}8½���Èbµ½�b�½�O��bµ�n²���½}b�8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�8�Y�Èb�½Â²b�

O8��½8��µ½µ�É}��}8Èb����u�µÂ���²½bY�½}b�Ë�Â�u�O���8��bµ�8½�½}b�}b8²½��n�½}bµb�

����È8½���µ¢����ÁÏ�Ï�8���bV�½}bµb�½É��O²�½�O8��u²�Â�µ���Èbµ½bY�8��bµ½��8½bY�è¾¢g�

F���������½��b8²�Ë�µ½8ub�O���8��bµ����½}b�Â²��b8��-����¢�,}b�²�����²½8�Ob�É8µ�¯½�

���Ë�o�8�O�8�i½}bË�8�µ���²�È�YbY���È8�Â8F�b�FÂµ��bµµ�8YÈ�Ob�½��½}b�b�½²b�²b�bÂ²µ�

²Â����u�½}bµb�����È8½�Èb�O���8��bµ¢

8²�Ë�µ½8ub���Èbµ½�b�½�����bÉ�O���8��bµ�É�²���u�½�����²�Èb�½}b�bnnbO½�Èb�bµµ�

�n���½b²�b½�8YÈb²½�µ��u��µ�8�O8µb��������½V�u�Èb��½}b�O²�½�O8��²��b�8YÈb²½�µ��u���8Ëµ�

���µÂ���²½��u�8����8��b²��n�8O½�È�½Ë����½}b���½b²�b½¢�µ½��8½bµ�µÂuubµ½�½}8½�½}b�

8Y�µÂ���²½bY���½b²�b½�ub�b²8½bµ�²�Âu}�Ë�è�ÏÏ�F��������n�O��µÂ�b²�µÂ²��Âµ�b8O}�Ëb8²�

���Â²��b�8�Y�½}b�-��½bY�+½8½bµ¢�Ð½�½}b�}b8²½��n�½}�µ�bnoO�b�OË�8²b�½}b�8YÈb²½�µ��u�

½bO}����uË�O���8��bµV�É}�O}�O���bO½�8�Y�8�8�ËÎb�Âµb²�Y8½8�����²Yb²�½����O²b8µb�½}b�

bnnbO½�Èb�bµµ��n�8YÈb²½�µ��uV�u�È��u�O��½b�½��²�YÂOb²µ�½}b�8F���½Ë�½���²�È�Yb���²b�

²b�bÈ8�½�8Yµ�½��½}b�²�Âµb²µ¢�,}bµb�½8²ub½bY�8Yµ�8²b�bµ½��8½bY�½��Fb�8���µ½�½É�Ob�

8µ�bnnbO½�Èb�8µ�����½8²ub½bY�8YµV�8�Y�½}Âµ�u²b8½�Ë�b�}8�Ob�½}b�8F���½Ë��n�O��½b�½�

�²�YÂOb²µ�½�����b½�Îb�½}b�²��nnb²��uµ¢

Èb��8µ�8YÈb²½�µ��u�½bO}����uË�O���8��bµ�O��½��Âb�½�������n�²�����È8½�Èb�É8Ëµ�½��

Âµb�Y8½8V�½}b�YbF8½b�8F�Â½�}�É�½}b�O���bO½����8�Y�Âµb��n�µÂO}�Y8½8�8nnbO½�½}b��²�È8OË�

�n���½b²�b½�Âµb²µ�O��½��Âbµ¢�,}�µ�µ½ÂYË�n�OÂµbµ����½É���8��²��µµÂbµ����½}�µ�YbF8½bU

,}b�²b§Â�²b�b�½µ�8²�Â�Y��²�È�Y��u���½�Ob�8�Y��F½8����u�O��µb�½�n²���Âµb²µ�É}b��N�

�b²µ��8��Y8½8��µ�Fb��u�O���bO½bYV�8�Y�}�É�½}8½�Y8½8��µ�µÂFµb§Âb�½�Ë�ÂµbY¢

,}b�8��Â�½��n�Y8�8ubµ�8É8²YbY����½}b�bÈb�½��n����O�����8�Ob�É�½}�½}bµb�N�

²buÂ�8½���µ.

,��Y8½bV�½}b²b�}8µ�Fbb����½½�b�²bµb8²O}����}�É�O}8�ubµ�½���²�È8OË�²buÂ�8½���µ���u}½�

8nnbO½���Èbµ½�b�½¢�,��o���½}8½�u8�V�Éb�Â�Yb²½����½}�µ�b���²�O8�V�§Â8�½�½8½�Èb�µ½ÂYË�

���}��bµ��n�Â�Yb²µ½8�Y��u�}�É�µÂO}�O}8�ubµ���u}½�8nnbO½�½}b��bÈb���n�8�ub��8�Y�

Èb�½Â²b�O8��½8����Èbµ½�b�½�����bÉ�8YÈb²½�µ��u�½bO}����uË�O���8��bµ¢�,��½}8½�b�YV�

Éb�µÂ²ÈbËbY�¹Ï�Â²��b8��8�ub����Èbµ½�²��b�Fb²µ��n��²�nbµµ���8��8�ub���b½É�²�µ�

8�Y���½b²È�bÉbY���²b�½}8��ÁÏ��²����b�½�-¢+¢�Èb�½Â²b�O8��½8��µ½µ�8�Y��Ï��²����b�½�

Â²��b8��Èb�½Â²b�O8��½8��µ½µ¢� Â²��²��O��8��o�Y��uµ�µÂ���²½�½}b�n����É��u�����½µU

�Â��Ë�¹¾��b²Ob�½��n�8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�É�Â�Y�Fb�Yb½b²²bY�n²�����Èbµ½��u����8YÈb²½�µ��u�N�

½bO}����uË�O���8��bµ�FË�8�Ë�µ�²½��n�²buÂ�8½����²b§Â�²��u�ÉbFµ�½bµ�½��8���É�Âµb²µ�

½����½����½��Y8½8�O���bO½���¢
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*b§Â�²��u�Âµb²µ�½����½����b8O}�½��b�Y8½8��µ�O���bO½bY�É�Â�Y�}8Èb�8��bÈb����²b�N�

�bu8½�Èb����8O½V�²bYÂO��u�½}b�������n���½b²bµ½bY�8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�FË�gÁ��b²Ob�½·��Âµ½�

�Ï��b²Ob�½��n�8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�É�Â�Y�bÈb��O��µ�Yb²���Èbµ½��u����8YÈb²½�µ��u�½bO}����

�uË�O���8��bµ�Â�Yb²�µÂO}�8�O}8�ub¢

 ½}b²�²bµÂ�½µ�µÂuubµ½�½}8½�µÂO}�8�O}8�ub�É�Â�Y����b�Ë�}8Èb�8���²b��bu8½�Èb�bnnbO½�N�

�����Èbµ½�b�½�½}8��É�Â�Y�8�Éb8��bO����Ë��²�8���²b�O���b½�½�Èb��8�YµO8�b¢


²b8½��u�8�¬�����½�,²8O����µ½�µ��½}8½�Âµb²µ�O8��µÂ��8²��Ë���½��Â½��n�8���Y8½8�O���N�

�bO½����É�Â�Y�8�µ��}8Èb�8��bu8½�Èb����8O½������Èbµ½�b�½¢

*buÂ�8½���µ�½}8½�8���É�n�²�Ybn8Â�½�F²�Éµb²�µb½½��uµ�8µ�8��b8�µ��n�8O}�bÈ��u�O���N�

µb�½�n�²�Y8½8�O���bO½����É�Â�Y�}8Èb�8�µ�8��b²��bu8½�Èb����8O½������Èbµ½�b�½�½}8��

½}b�n�²�µ��n���½�����b�½���bY�8F�Èb.

�����u}½��n�½}bµb�²bµÂ�½µV��8É�8�b²µ���u}½�É�µ}�½��½8�b���½��8OO�Â�½�½}b�8�ub��8�Y�

Èb�½Â²b�O8��½8��O���Â��½Ë�É}b��O��µ�Yb²��u��bÉ��²�È8OË�²buÂ�8½���µ¢
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Chapter 1
BACKGROUND ON INTERNET GROWTH

The creation of the global Internet infrastructure and the vast array of companies offering 
products and services that leverage its connectivity has transformed our world over the 
past two decades. In this short period of time, the Internet has grown from a resource for 
a handful of scientists and researchers to an essential medium for more than 2 billion users 
worldwide, dramatically changing the way information is collected, distributed, and used. 
Its rapid growth has also generated enormous economic value for the global economy; 
indeed, it is estimated that the Internet contributes as much to worldwide GDP as many 
other, far more mature sectors of the economy, including agriculture, utilities, and mining 
(µbb�Ê}�F�½��). Estimates place the Internet economy in Europe alone at 4.1 percent of 
GDP in 2010.1

Ðµ�½}b���½b²�b½�O��½��Âbµ�½��bÈ��ÈbV�8�Y��½µ���qÂb�Ob���O²b8µbµV�nÂ²½}b²���Èbµ½�b�½�É����Fb�

needed to support that growth. Fast-emerging technologies and platforms such as social 
media, the cloud, and mobile access—most of which barely existed as recently as a decade 
ago—are now expected to drive the Internet’s future growth. Revenue from the Internet 
industry in Europe is expected to grow at a 7.1 percent compound annual growth rate 

Exhibit 1 

Global Internet Value as a Sector, Compared with Other Sectors

6RXUFH��2UJDQLVDWLRQ�IRU�(FRQRPLF�&R�RSHUDWLRQ�DQG�'HYHORSPHQW��0F.LQVH\�*OREDO�,QVWLWXWH
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3.0%
3.0%
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2.1%

1.7%

Internet 3.4%

CONTRIBUTION OF SELECTED SECTORS TO GDP
(% OF TOTAL GDP, 2009)
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(CAGR) over the next three years (µbb�Ê}�F�½�Á),2 as Internet usage reaches three out of 
every four people by 2016 (µbb�Ê}�F�½�¾).

As the Internet grows and its impact on society increases, regulation pressures will likely 
increase as well. The manner in which governments handle these issues will have a lasting 
impact on how the Internet evolves.

 �b��bË�8²b8����É}�O}�����O�bµ�8�Y�²buÂ�8½���µ�8²b����b�Ë�½��}8Èb�8�µ�u��oO8�½�bnnbO½��µ�8½�

the intersection of the Internet and early-stage capital investment. The next phase of the 
Internet’s development will require the contributions of many parties as new technologies 
are developed and launched and as new products and services are introduced. As in the 
past, a major factor will be the new and emerging companies that fuel innovation—and 
which typically require startup and early-stage capital to survive. The majority of this 
capital will come from the private markets, particularly from early-stage investors—the 
8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�8�Y�Èb�½Â²b�O8��½8��o²�µ�É�½}�½}b�µ����µ�½��µÂ���²½�½}b�u²�É½}��n��bÉ�

businesses and the willingness to risk the money needed to help them grow.

Exhibit 2 

��½b²�b½���YÂµ½²Ë�(²��bO½bY�*bÈb�Âb��²�É½}�*8½bµV�ÁÏ��Û�s�

Exhibit 3 

(²��bO½bY���½b²�b½�-µ8ub����Â²��bV�ÁÏ��Û�¹�

6RXUFH��´7KH�(XURSHDQ�,QWHUQHW�,QGXVWU\�DQG�0DUNHW�µ�),�3��-XQH�������,'&�:RUOGZLGH�1HZ�0HGLD�0DUNHW�0RGHO���+����$XJXVW�����
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Chapter 2
ANGELS AND VENTURE CAPITALISTS

To determine the impact of the regulatory environment, we have focused our study on 
understanding how the early-stage investment community—particularly angel investors  
and VCs—might react to potential regulatory changes. Angel investors and VCs play a 
O²�½�O8��²��b����½}b�O8��½8���8²�b½µV��²�È�Y��u�b8²�Ë�o�8�O��u�½���bÉ�O���8��bµ�½}8½��½}b²É�µb�

É�Â�Y�o�Y��½�Y�noOÂ�½�½��µbOÂ²b�nÂ�Y��u¢3 Taken together, angel investors and VCs are the 
primary source of this entrepreneurial funding, investing nearly €3.8 billion in Europe in 
2010 alone (µbb�Ê}�F�½�s).4 In fact, angels and VCs were early investors in many companies 
that are now household names, including the following global companies: Apple, Cisco, Dell, 
eBay, Facebook, Google, Intel, and Microsoft.5 

The high-tech sector continues to be a major investment focus for angels and VCs in Europe, 
accounting for 47 percent of early-stage investment in 2010. That year, seed and startup 
investors funded 2,078 new ventures in Europe, for a total of nearly €2 billion in invested 
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capital, more than the total amount invested in later-stage ventures.6 The U.K., France, and 
Spain contributed 45 percent of Europe’s total investments in early-stage companies, with the 
U.K. and France investing substantially more than Spain (µbb�Ê}�F�½�p).

In comparison to 2009, these countries’ 2010 early-stage investments moved in different 
directions. European investment as a whole declined in the range of 7 to 10 percent. The U.K. 
µ8É�8�µ�u��oO8�½�Y²������µbbY�8�Y�µ½8²½Â��nÂ�Y��u�8�Y�8���µ½����O}8�ub�����8½b²�µ½8ub�Èb�½Â²b�

funding, while France and Spain had slight increases in seed and startup investment and 
major decreases in later-stage ventures (µbb�Ê}�F�½�¹).

In addition to injecting capital, angel investors often play a hands-on role in the deals they 
invest in by providing entrepreneurs with mentoring, business advice, and contacts. It has 
Fbb��µÂuubµ½bY�½}8½�½}bµb�¬µ�n½b²�Fb�bo½µ��n�8�ub����Èbµ½��u�O8��}8Èb�8µ�u²b8½�8�����8O½����

the success of a startup as the funding itself.7�,}b�²��8�Ë�O��½²�FÂ½���µV�F�½}�o�8�O�8��8�Y�
�8�8ub²�8�V��8�b�8�ub����Èbµ½�²µ�8�O²�½�O8���8²½��n�½}b�b�½²b�²b�bÂ²�8��o�8�Ob��8�YµO8�b¢
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VCs also play a critical role in providing capital for entrepreneurs. They typically invest 
during the later stages of a startup’s growth, and often make much larger individual 
investments. And they usually play a similarly important hands-on role in the companies in 
which they invest.8 Indeed, European companies report positive results from venture capital. 
Fully 95 percent of European companies that received venture capital investment reported 
that, without the investment, they could not have existed or would have developed more 
slowly (µbb�Ê}�F�½�¸). Similarly, almost 60 percent indicated that they would not still exist 
without the contribution of venture capital. In addition, an average of 46 jobs were created 
by companies after receiving an infusion of venture capital, and there were an estimated 1,046 
later-stage venture infusions in Europe in 2010.9 

Given the key role that angels and VCs play, not only in funding new companies but also in 
working with them to promote their success, their continued willingness to invest is critical 
to the future creation and growth of new companies. In producing this Booz & Company 
follow-on study, we surveyed 60 angels to better understand how potential regulatory 
changes might affect their investment behavior and interviewed 10 prominent European 
venture capitalists to gain a more qualitative perspective on their views.

In this study, we have chosen to concentrate on digital privacy laws and regulations. Digital 
privacy is a timely issue, given the European Commission’s announcement of plans to update 
its privacy laws, and it is particularly relevant to technology companies—an important area 
of focus for early-stage investors.
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Chapter 3
THE CURRENT AND FUTURE PRIVACY LANDSCAPE

In order to determine which changes in E.U. privacy regulations to focus on, we consulted 
several attorneys with experience in the space. Privacy includes a broad set of topics, 
��O�ÂY��u�Y8½8�§Â8��½Ë�8�Y�µbOÂ²�½ËV�½²8�µ�8²b�OË��n�Y8½8�ÂµbV�o���u�²b§Â�²b�b�½µV�8�Y�½}b�

topic of this paper: cookies and consent of users to collect and use data. All the attorneys 
agreed that the requirements for providing notice and obtaining consent from users when 
certain data is being collected are an important and timely issue, given the current regulatory 
environment in the European Union.

The current online privacy landscape in the E.U. is dynamic and complex. Beginning with 
the E.U. Data Protection Directive in 1995, there have been several efforts to regulate online 
privacy practices for the E.U. member nations. These regulations, which were already more 
stringent than those in the U.S., have been further strengthened by the latest E.U. directive, in 
2009, which requires websites in member nations to obtain consent from a user before they 
can store or receive any information from that user’s device.10 While the regulations make 
clear that users must opt in before any data can be collected, through cookies or other means, 
the manner in which this opt-in is to be obtained is unclear. Implementation of the E.U. 
directive is open to some interpretation at the country level, and E.U. member nations are 
currently debating how this will be done. Countries are at different stages of implementation: 
Some have fully implemented the directive, while others have yet to complete their legislation 
(µbb�Ê}�F�½�g). Either way, each nation’s legislation is unique, and this country-by-country 
method may create discontinuities in laws across Europe.
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Then, in November 2010, the European Commission announced its intent to further update 
the 1995 directive, in addition to the 2009 directive.11 In the ensuing months, a series of 
propositions surfaced. Several of them concern consumer rights and overarching privacy 
principles, including “data portability” (the right to access one’s data at any time), “right 
to be forgotten” (right to have one’s data deleted), “privacy by design” (making user data 
private by default), and “accountability” (companies take responsibility for assessing risks of 
using user data). These ideas have sparked a great deal of debate, and it remains unclear how 
they would be effectively implemented and enforced. But they point toward a more stringent 
set of privacy laws.

���8YY�½���V�½}b�Â²��b8��
����µµ����²8�µbY�8��Â�Fb²��n�µ�bO�oO��µµÂbµ�½}8½�²b§Â�²b�

reconciliation. For example, the rise of cloud computing raises new questions regarding 
who owns and controls personal data. Access to social networking sites must be reconciled 
with the need to protect minors. And the transfer and use of data across country lines, to 
geographies with different privacy laws, must also be addressed. 

All of these issues remain outstanding. However, in November 2011, the European 
Commission announced plans to publish its proposals for changes in the current digital 
privacy laws in January 2012, together with explicit directions regarding data protection, opt-
in, data usage, consumer rights, and more.12

Fundamental to the debate is the issue of opt-in. At what point should users provide consent 
to have their data collected—before, during, or after visiting a website? What constitutes a 
µÂnoO�b�½�É�����u�bµµ�½����½���i8�ub�b²8����Y�O8½����FË�Âµb²µ�½}8½�É�Â�Y�O�Èb²�8���ÉbFµ�½bµV��²�

explicit permission for each and every website? Answers to these questions will guide how the 
E.U. forms its new privacy policies.

In considering the likely directions for European privacy legislation, we interviewed lawyers 
regarding the ways that opt-in regulations might be implemented. They suggested three 
potential options:

Creating a “Do Not Track” list that would allow users to summarily opt out of all data N�

collection by placing themselves on the list. Though this option puts the onus on users, 
who must actively ²b��Èb themselves from data collection, rather than actively O��µb�½ 
to data collection, it remains part of the debate in the public discourse around privacy.

Requiring content providers to gain consent from users and allowing that consent to be N�

obtained implicitly through default browser settings.

Requiring content providers to explicitly gain consent from users every time data is col-N�

lected, requiring users to opt in each time they visit a site.

This study examines the effect that each of these potential options might have on early-stage 
investment.
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Chapter 4
THE ADVERTISING TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS MODEL

,��8µµbµµ�½}b���½b�½�8��O}8�ubµ����8�ub����Èbµ½�²�µb�½��b�½�8µ�8�²bµÂ�½��n���Y�oO8½���µ�½��

the current privacy regulation regime, we focused on early-stage investment in advertis-
��u�½bO}����uË�O���8��bµ¢�ÐYÈb²½�µ��u��µ�8��²��8²Ë��b8�µ��n�o�8�O��u������b�O��½b�½V�

given that most content providers rely primarily on online marketing and advertising to 
produce the revenues necessary to create and publish their content.13 Estimates suggest 
that the ad-supported Internet generates roughly €100 billion of consumer surplus each 
year in Europe and the U.S. combined. And more than 40 percent of consumers could stop 
using the Internet if they were required to pay for content in a way that provided the same 
revenue to content providers as they currently receive from advertising.14 

Advertising technology companies sit at a critical juncture of this online marketing value 
O}8��¢�,}b�²�u�8���µ�½����O²b8µb�½}b�bnoO�b�OË��n�8YÈb²½�µ��u�FË���8O��u�½}b�²�u}½�8Yµ����

front of the right customers at the right time, thereby improving click-through and conver-
sion rates. The sophisticated algorithms they employ to gain customer insights based on 
their Internet usage history enable them to determine which ads should be presented on a 
content provider’s page whenever a particular customer visits. 

,}�µ�¬Fb}8È��²8��½8²ub½��u�}8µ�Fbb��µ}�É��½��b�}8�Ob�½}b�bnoO�b�OË��n�8YÈb²½�µ��u¢����

fact, a recent study suggests that in the U.S., where data collection laws are less stringent 
than they are in the E.U., conversion rates for targeted ads are more than twice those of 
non-targeted ads. Moreover, U.S. advertisers are willing to pay content providers an aver-
age of 2.68 times more for behaviorally targeted ads than for non-targeted ads.15 Indeed, 
research suggests that after implementation of the 2002 E.U. directive, which created more 
stringent regulations on data collection for behavioral targeting, advertising effectiveness 
decreased by roughly 65 percent. To offset that loss in effectiveness, it is estimated, adver-
tisers would need to spend an additional US$14.8 billion.16  

Advertising technology companies are constantly competing to innovate new ways of 
increasing the differential in conversion rates between targeted and non-targeted ads, and 
thus raise the prices advertisers are willing to pay online content providers. Any new law 
or regulation that impairs the ability to behaviorally target ads or discourages innovation 
in the advertising technology space will have far-reaching implications not only for the 
advertising technology companies themselves but also for the online content providers 
they serve and support.17

Furthermore, the data advertising technology companies collect can also be used for prod-
uct research and development purposes, so reducing the ability to collect this information 
could also impair the ability of manufacturers to make the best products for their custom-
ers. In light of these many factors, the goal of our empirical analysis was to determine 
whether changes to privacy regulations would impact investor sentiment toward investing 
in advertising technology companies.
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Chapter 5
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Our goal in this study is to understand how changes to privacy regulations would affect 
early-stage investment in advertising technology companies. To that end, we surveyed 60 
angel investors and interviewed more than 20 U.S. venture capitalists and 10 European 
venture capitalists to determine what impact, if any, changes to privacy regulations would 
have on their investment decisions.

While it is important to note that we surveyed and spoke with fewer angels and VCs 
n�²�½}�µ�²b��²½�½}8��n�²�½}b�-¢+¢�²b��²½V�½}b�²bµÂ�½µ�}b²b�µÂFµ½8�½�8��Ë�O��o²�bY�½}b�-¢+¢�

results. Indeed, angels in Europe reported an even greater decline in investment interest 
under the various proposed opt-in regulations than U.S. angels did. Moreover, the threat 
of class-action lawsuits and large damages in the event of their success had a similarly 
deterring effect on European angel investment interest as it did for U.S. angels.

In this section we examine the results as they pertain to the effect of opt-in regulations 
on such investments and the impact that class-action lawsuits in the space might have on 
investment.

Opt-In Regulations
3b�½bµ½bY�½}b�²b8O½���µ��n�8�ub�µ�½����½����²buÂ�8½���µ�F�½}�ub�b²8��Ë�8�Y�Â�Yb²�µ�bO�oO�

scenarios. In general, our data suggests that opt-in regulations would indeed have a nega-
tive impact on investment. According to the survey, the pool of angel investors interested 
in investing in a particular advertising technology company would decrease by 70 percent 
given any sort of new opt-in regulation (µbb�Ê}�F�½�� ¢�,}�µ�ouÂ²b��µ�µ����8²�½��½}b�¹p�
percent decrease in interest among U.S. angels.
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Moreover, a substantial majority—63 percent—of investors also agreed that any sort of 
8O½�Èb���½����²b§Â�²b�b�½�É�Â�Y�Yb½b²���Èbµ½�b�½�µ�bO�oO8��Ë����8YÈb²½�µ��u�½bO}����uË�

companies (µbb�Ê}�F�½��Ï ¢�Ð���u�-¢+¢���Èbµ½�²µV�½}8½�ouÂ²b�É8µ�¸Ï��b²Ob�½¢

Our study also shows a strong preference among European angel investors for E.U. pri-
vacy laws, despite their stringency: 70 percent prefer European laws and 30 percent prefer 
U.S. laws when considering the regulatory framework surrounding an advertising technol-
ogy company for investment (µbb�Ê}�F�½���). Among U.S. angels, 86 percent prefer U.S. 
laws. To some degree, this preference for the laws one is familiar with is to be expected. 
However, the geographies differ in their strength of preference for home laws. U.S. angels 
prefer their own laws by 16 percentage points more than European angels do (this is the 
86 percent U.S. home preference minus the 70 percent European home preference). This 
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suggests that either there is a difference in point of view between U.S. and European angel 
investors—perhaps European angels have a greater openness to considering other coun-
½²�bµ¯�²buÂ�8½���µi�²�½}b²b�8²b�µ�u��oO8�½�Y�nnb²b�Obµ����½}b�½É��ub�u²8�}�bµ¯��²�È8OË��8Éµ�

that make them more or less attractive to investors.

While investors may believe that opt-in laws would have a generally negative impact 
on investment, the effect of the regulation could vary depending on how the law is 
����b�b�½bY¢�,��½}8½�b�YV�Éb�8µ�bY�²bµ���Yb�½µ�8F�Â½�½}²bb�µ�bO�oO���½b�½�8����½����

regulations:

Consent can be achieved through default browser settings (we assume opt-in as the N�

default setting).

Users can sign up for a “Do Not Track” list that allows them to opt out of all data col-N�

lection related to behavioral advertising.

Users must explicitly opt in every time they visit a site before any user data can be N�

collected.

Our data shows that as these regulations become more stringent, their negative impact on 
investment increases (µbb�Ê}�F�½��Á).
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The pool of interested investors would decrease by 25 percent if consent could be N�

achieved through the user’s default browser settings (we assume opt-in as the default 
setting).

Introducing a “Do Not Track” list would decrease the pool of interested investors by 53 N�

percent.

Calling for users to explicitly opt in each time for any user data to be collected would N�

decrease the pool of interested investors by 82 percent.

Investment interest declined more among European angels than among U.S. angels across 
all three proposed levels of opt-in. The impact of a “Do Not Track” list was especially 
strong among European angels—more than double the deterrent effects for U.S. angels 
(µbb�Ê}�F�½��¾).

Furthermore, when asked directly if a “Do Not Track” list would deter their investment 
interest, 47 percent of respondents agreed (µbb�Ê}�F�½��s). This does not indicate, how-
ever, that those who disagreed with the statement would support a “Do Not Track” list.

Exhibit 13 
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We also analyzed the degree to which various factors in addition to the regulatory envi-
ronment, including the economy, the amount of competition, and the expected return, 
would affect investment decisions. The results suggest that, of the variables presented, 
39 percent of the decision to invest in advertising technology companies is driven by the 
legal environments we tested (µbb�Ê}�F�½��p). This is greater than the impact of any of the 
other three variables—the greatest of which is the expected return—and is nearly identical 
½��½}b�-¢+¢�ouÂ²b��n�s���b²Ob�½¢

Even trade-offs for a stronger economy do not offset investors’ unwillingness to accept 
opt-in regulations. In head-to-head simulations of different investing environments for 
angels, our study found that 68 percent of angels would prefer making an investment 
under today’s regulations in a weak economy to making an investment under a regime 
requiring an explicit opt-in each time data is collected in a mixed economy (µbb�Ê}�F�½�
�¹). This result is very close to that of U.S. angels, 65 percent of whom share the same 
sentiment.

By including expected returns as one of the factors in our study, the analysis allows us to 
quantify the higher returns investors would demand to make them indifferent to a variety 
of regulatory regimes. The results are consistent with our earlier results: Investors would 
need an additional expected return of approximately 5.8 times their original investment 
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in order to feel indifferent about investing in an explicit opt-in regime versus the current 
privacy regime with no opt-in regulations (µbb�Ê}�F�½��¸). 

According to estimates by the Kauffman Foundation, the average return on angel invest-
ments is roughly three times the initial investment.19 Thus, angels would require a total 
return of 8.8 times their original investment to invest in advertising technology compa-
nies under a regime requiring an explicit opt-in each time data is collected. These results 
are similar to those from the U.S. survey, where U.S. angels required 8.7 times and -0.1 
times additional expected returns for regimes with the explicit opt-in and opt-in through 
browser settings, respectively. Nevertheless, both geographies demonstrate a strong prefer-
ence for the current regime, which suggests that investment in advertising technology 
companies would decline under a privacy regime in which an explicit opt-in was required 
each time data was collected.

In comparisons of the effects on investment of opt-in and of varying levels of economic 
health or competition, the results again showed that investors would need to be com-
pensated more to move from the current regulatory environment to a privacy regime of 
explicit opt-in each time data is collected than to move from a mixed economy to a weak 
economy, or from an environment with few competitors to one with several (µbb�Ê}�F�½�
�g). These results are in line with those of U.S. angels, who also reported explicit opt-in as 
having a greater negative effect than a weak economy or several competitors.

Exhibit 17 
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The implication is clear: An explicit opt-in regulation would have a more negative impact 
on investment in the advertising technology space than either a weak economy or a 
crowded competitive environment would.

On the other hand, a regulatory regime under which consent is achieved through a user’s 
browser settings (assuming the default setting is opt-in) would have a less pronounced 
effect on investors’ willingness to invest. This is mostly consistent with our earlier results, 
which suggest that this type of opt-in regulation would have a relatively small impact on 
investment.

Our results show that investors view opt-in regulations of any sort as having a negative 
impact on investment, and that a regulation requiring users to explicitly opt in each time 
data is collected would have a particularly strong negative effect. Finally, a “Do Not 
Track” list would have a similarly negative impact on investment.

Class-Action Lawsuits
The possibility of changes in regulations that would increase the likelihood of class-action 
lawsuits against companies that violate privacy laws is another concern for investors. So 
we also tested investor willingness to invest in advertising technology companies under 
these circumstances. When asked directly if a potential for such class-action lawsuits 
would have a negative impact on their investments, 76 percent of angels agreed that it 
would do so (µbb�Ê}�F�½��� ¢�,}�µ�ouÂ²b�É8µ�¸s��b²Ob�½�n�²�-¢+¢�8�ub�µ¢

,}�µ�²bµÂ�½��µ�O��µ�µ½b�½�É�½}��Â²�o�Y��u�½}8½�nÂ��Ë��ÏÏ��b²Ob�½��n�8�ub�µ�8²b�

uncomfortable investing in legal environments in which the amount of damages in the 
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event of liability is uncertain and potentially large, which is frequently the case in class-
action lawsuits (µbb�Ê}�F�½�ÁÏ ¢���²�-¢+¢�8�ub�µV�½}�µ�ouÂ²b��µ�g���b²Ob�½¢

Again, the results are clear: Decreasing the likelihood of class-action lawsuits would have 
a positive impact on investment.

Overall, our study suggests that opt-in regulations would indeed have a negative impact 
on early-stage investment in advertising technology companies. European angels report 
sentiments very similar to those of U.S. angels, with even more pronounced results in most 
cases, indicating that the declines in investment interest among European angels would 
be greater than for U.S. angels. Furthermore, investors are uncomfortable investing in 
environments where damages in the event of liability are uncertain and potentially large, 
�8²½�OÂ�8²�Ë����b�È�²���b�½µ�É}b²b�½}b���½b�½�8��n�²�O�8µµ�8O½�����8ÉµÂ�½µ��µ�µ�u��oO8�½¢
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Chapter 6
IMPLICATIONS FOR REGULATORS

The results of our research suggest that regulations requiring content providers to obtain 
opt-in from users would have an adverse effect on early-stage investments in the advertis-
ing technology space. These investments are particularly important, given their size and 
½}b�²�bO�����O����8O½����½}b�8Y�µÂ���²½bY���½b²�b½¢�+�bO�oO8��ËV��Â²�o�Y��uµ�µÂuubµ½�½}b�

following:

The regulatory environment is just as important a driver of early-stage investment deci-N�

sions as is the state of the economy, the degree of competition in the space, or even the 
expected return.

Requiring users to opt in each time data is collected would likely have a more negative N�

effect on investment than would a weak economy or a more competitive landscape.

Creating a “Do Not Track” list so users can summarily opt out of all data collection N�

would also have a negative impact on investment.

Regulations allowing default browser settings as a means of achieving consent would N�

have a smaller negative impact on investment than the more onerous forms of opt-in 
mentioned above.

European angels might react more negatively to opt-in regulations than U.S. angels N�

would.

��Èb��½}bµb�o�Y��uµV��½��µ�����²½8�½�½}8½�²buÂ�8½�²µ�O��µ�Yb²�½}b�n����É��u�É}b��Y²8n½��u�

potential new regulations:

Early-stage investment is a critical component of the process of new-business formation. N�

The impact of new regulations on the willingness of angel investors and venture capital-
ists to invest should be fully understood and taken into account before new regulations 
surrounding opt-in are considered.

Reaching out to local early-stage investors will provide regulators with an opportunity N�

½��Â�Yb²µ½8�Y���Èbµ½�²µ¯�µ�bO�oO�8µµbµµ�b�½µ��n���½b�½�8��²buÂ�8½���µ�8�Y�½}b�²������O8-
tions for the level of future investment.

Furthermore, our study found that an unclear or ambiguous legal environment, particu-
larly with regard to class-action lawsuits and uncertain, potentially large damage awards, 
makes early-stage European investors uncomfortable with investing in that space. To 
address the various factors involved, the following actions could be taken to increase 
levels of investment:

Identify areas of privacy regulations that are particularly prone to litigation, and work N�

to clarify the regulations so that advertising technology companies acting in good faith 
are less likely to be engaged in litigation.

Assess the full set of economic implications when considering any new regulations, N�

especially regulations that could lead to large compliance costs.
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Appendix 
METHODOLOGY 

This study took the form of an online survey of angel investors and a set of interviews 
with prominent venture capitalists. The survey of angel investors was designed to serve as 
a broad quantitative measure of investing behavior, while the interviews offered a more 
qualitative perspective and helped add color to the otherwise purely numerical results. The 
interviews also helped generate hypotheses about angel attitudes, which were then incor-
porated into the quantitative survey. In combination, the two provide a thorough perspec-
tive on early-stage investing behavior.

We worked with Keiretsu Forum, a top angel organization, to provide us access to their 
membership, which consists of wealthy U.S. and international angel investors, as well 
as guidance on how to design and administer the survey. In addition, Keiretsu Forum 
connected us with several other angel groups, including Alliance of Angels, Angel List, 
Angel Resource Institute, Band of Angels, Boise Angel Fund, Dingman Angels, Harvard 
Angels, Oregon Entrepreneurs Network, PA Angel Network, Plug and Play Tech Center, 
Sacramento Angels, and Sand Hill Angels, as well as several European-based groups, 
including BCN Business Angels, Beer & Partners, Bulgarian Business Angels Network, 
Digital Assets Deployment, EBAN, and Investir en Direct. All of these groups were very 
helpful in allowing us to contact their members as well. This variety of groups allowed for 
a more geographically diverse sample and helped increase the sample size.

Ð�½�½8���n�¹Ï�8�ub�µ�O����b½bY�½}b�3bF�µÂ²ÈbË�8�Y�Éb²b�Èb²�obY�8µ�È8��Y�²bµ���Yb�½µ¢�+�Ê�

of them did not complete the conjoint section of the survey (see below), as we removed the 
conjoint questions from the survey to make it quicker and thus drive the needed sample 
size. Incomplete and duplicate responses were removed, as well as those from respondents 
É}��µ�b�½��bµµ�½}8��oÈb����Â½bµ����½}b�µÂ²ÈbËV�8µ�½}�µ�É8µ�Ybb�bY�½���µ}�²½�8�½��b�½��

have completed the survey thoughtfully; the mean response time was 19 minutes. (A copy 
of the entire survey is available on request.)

In addition to our standard analysis of the results, we also conducted what is called a 
conjoint analysis to arrive at some of our results. This is a statistical modeling technique 
used to gauge the value of discrete components of a complex value proposition or deci-
sion. Conjoint analysis is particularly valuable for understanding trade-offs among attri-
butes, and thus can provide insights not otherwise captured through the answers to direct 
questions.

For the conjoint section of the survey, respondents were presented with an investment in 
a hypothetical advertising technology company. We held constant the internal variables 
of the investment, such as the company’s business description, management team, capital 
µ½²ÂO½Â²bV�o�8�O�8��µ�½Â8½���V�8�Y�bÊ�½�µ½²8½buË¢�3b�½}b��È8²�bY�µbÈb²8��bÊ½b²�8��È8²�8F�bµ�

relating to the investing environment, such as the state of the economy, degree of competi-
tion, legal environment, and expected return. By forcing respondents to choose among 
different scenarios, we were able to tease apart statistically the underlying preferences 
through the observed trade-offs. The results are shown in Chapter 5. (A more complete 
description of how we conducted the conjoint analysis is available on request.)
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